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Trademarks 
 

SweetBox originally derives from the TFC Aplicació de control de visualitzacions en temps real, 

created by Naoise Golden Santos (tm11557) on September 2005 for the Departament de 

Tecnologies Audiovisuals, Enginyeria La Salle (Universitat Ramon Llull), all rights reserved.  

For more information: 

http://www.salleurl.edu

http://www.salleurl.edu/~tm11557 | ngolden@salleurl.edu  

http://www.salleurl.edu/~tm11557/tfc  

 

Candyman’s SweetBox, it’s name and it’s logos, are trademarks of Candyman © 2005. 

 

You may use and distribute this software freely but not for commercial uses.  

For further issues, contact information below. 

http://naoise.iespana.es/sweetbox

vjcandyman@gmail.com

Please send your comments, likes and dislikes, your system information and how the program 

works, ideas, etc. You’ll be rewarded with a kind “thank you”, and, why not, a special mention in 

the next release. 

 

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.  
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Description 
SweetBox is an application for live visual performances.  

Trigger video files, shockwave movies, still images and even audio files, open all the media files 

of a folder at once, capture stream from video devices and load 3D objects.  

Preview every stage of your performance, modify the colors and form of the preview, apply 

filters and mix any source to generate unique artistic visualizations. 

Apply animated textures and live deformation effects to the 3D object. 

The unique Preset Tool lets you save and load preset files for every changeable value of the 

program, and automatize the speed and playback of the presets. 

Overall, control this features easily with any MIDI controller and a simple and intuitive grafic 

interface. 

 

 

History and development 
SweetBox started as a final Multimedia Engineering degree project for the La Salle Audiovisual 

Departement of University Ramon Llull (Barcelona, Spain) 

 

It’s developed with MAX/MSP/Jitter, a graphic programming enviroment originally intended for 

music production. 

For more information on MAX/MSP/Jitter visit the official webpage at http://www.cycling74.com  

Besides, Java, OpenGL and Midi Messages are used to achieve different features, such as the 

3D live rendering and control. 

This projects is born after a whole year of investigation and dedication, a summer of 

implementation (that is 2’5 hot spanish months closed in a room with a computer, a projector 

and mind-blowing music) and 2 months to prepare the documentation and it’s launch as a 

product. Sweetbox was finally launched on November 2005. 

 

This release is a beta release and is the first of all releases, it’s intended to be tested and not for 

commercial uses, so it’s feedback may help for further implementations.  

 

Idea, art and implementation by Naoise Golden Santos (aka VJ Candyman)  

Visit the webpage: http://naoise.iespana.es/sweetbox/  

Or send an email: vjcandyman@gmail.com  
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Installation Notes 
 

Execute the file Setup.exe and follow the instructions. 

At the end of the installation you are asked to install WinVDIG. WinVDIG is necessary to detect 

image devices such as USB Cameras, TV capture, ... If the installation fails to find WinVDIG, 

install manually from the software folder (generally C:/Program Files/Sweetbox/software)  

 

It’s absolutelly necessary to have installed QuickTime.  

 

To launch Sweetbox you will find shortcuts in your Windows Desktop and Start menu. 

 

 

System Requirements 
 

• Windows XP 

• QuickTime 6.0 or higher 

• WinVDIG to detect image devices (USB Camera, TV capture) 

• Pentium 4 2.66 GHz at least 

• 512 MB at least 

• OpenGL 1.2 or higher. 
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Features 
• Trigger video, shockwave movies, images or audio.  

• Control volume, speed and playback. 

• Load 3D objects with live rendering and control. 

• Configurable virtual MIDI controller, attachable to your external device, controls any 

changeable value. 

• Define, save and load loops. 

• Define, save and load up to 16 CUEs. 

• Genuine custom Freeze effect. 

• Open all media files in a folder and play them in any order and speed.  

• Play video stream from any image device (USB Cam, TV capture, etc.) 

• Preview the result in any stage.  

• Apply zoom, rotation, translation, ilumination, hue, saturation, contrast and ink effects to 

any preview window. 

• Apply up to 6 different filters (fluoride, ameba, exlipse,...)  

• Mix two different image sources with up to 6 different mixers (fader, chroma,...)  

• External filter and mixers packages soon available. 

• Unique Preset Tool featuring: save and load up to 8 different presets in any changeable 

context. Jump from one preset to another and control speed and playback. 

• Final preview floating window. Keep it little or maximise it in a secondary monitor. 

• Save your session as a media file. All kind of codecs and qualities supported. 

• Easy to use, intuitive GUI with hints in every button and Tips. 
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Configuring the MIDI controller 
The virtual MIDI controller is a replica of an Edirol PCR-M30, but you can configure your 

external MIDI controller to link the control messages.  

To configure the input device, go to File>Midi Setup and assign your MIDI controller to 

abbreviature “a”.  

All messages are Control Messages, and should be sent through Channel 1. Sliders, buttons 

and knobs are configurated as shown: 

 

 
 

R1 to R8:  control messages 118 to 111, range 0 to 127, channel 1. 

S1 to S8: control messages 110 to 103, range 0 to 127, channel 1. 

L1 to L3: control messages 119 to 121, range 0 to 1, channel 1. 

B1 to B6: control messages 122 to 127, range 0 to 1, channel 1. 

Data:  control message 7, channel 1. (Normally assigned to volume) 

Mod:  modulation wheel. 

Pitch:  pitch wheel. Automatically configured to control play speed in a range of -3 to 3. 

 

To assign a control, click on the button below it. A window appears with a drop menu containing 

all the data controllable through MIDI. With sliders and knobs you can set a different range of 

output, virtually from –infinite to +infinite.  

 

To play MIDI notes, you can activate the player by clicking the button below the keys. Control 

the program incrementing or decrementing the value beside it. 

To configure your output device, set it to abbreviature “a” in the File>Midi Setup dialog. 
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Using the GUI 
The graphic user interface is provided by the MAX/MSP/Jitter enviroment. Below, the use of 

special elements is specified. 

 

Number box:   

  
Select and input a number by typing it, incrementing or decrementing it with the up and down 

keys or by dragging the mouse upwards or downwards.  

With float numbes, type decimals after a dot. To increase/decrease by decimals, click and drag 

after the dot, to increase/decrease by integers, click and drag before the dot. 

 

Preset:    

 
The preset tool saves the configuration of the surrounding interface elements. Store a 

configuration by Shift-clicking in one of the 8 boxes. Boxes with a dot are stored presets. To 

fetch a preset simply click on it. Storing a preset in an empty box overwrites the last preset. 

Please note that sometimes the preset tool will not store the default values of some interface 

elements. So you may store a preset and when you fetch it, different values appear (specially in 

color adjustments). To avoid this problem, be sure to have input a value in ALL the interface 

elements before storing a preset. 

 

Color selector:     

 
Select a color by dragging the cursor over the palette. Control saturation with the slider on the 

side. In some cases it’s possible to input hexadecimal values in the boxes below, each box 

represents a color component (Red, Green, Blue). To do so, simply type or click-drag, as 

specified with number boxes. 
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Using SweetBox 
To see the name of the buttons maintain the cursor over it 1 second to trigger the hint. 

 
The Preset Tool: 

 
Store and fetch presets as described before. To jump from one preset to another select the 

play/pause button. To control the speed, define the number of milliseconds between every 

preset. You can save presets in a file and load them with de Save  and Load  buttons. To 

clear all presets press the clear button. 

With the arrows you can controll the playback of the presets (forward, backward or back and 

forth) 

 

Preview windows: 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every preview window has two editing options: Image Adjustmens and Color Adjustments.  

Each button launches a window containing the adjustable values: Tint color, Brightness, 

Contrast, Saturation and Hue in the Color Adjustments. Zoom, Rotation, Location offset in the 

Image Adjustments, the Anchor Point defines where is the center of the image is. 

Controls are intuitive and presets can be saved and automatically played with the Preset Tool. 
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3D Player: 
Load a 3D OBJ file by pressing the Open OBJ model button. In 

order to see the object, the render button must be activated. 

Drag the mouse in the preview screen to rotate the object, 

ctrl+drag to move it, and alt+drag to zoom. 

If the Auto-rotate button is activated, the object will continue 

rotating after releasing the mouse. 

You can load any kind of texture. If it’s an animated texture, 

activate it’s playback with the Play button. To see the texture, 

Enable must be activated. 

Choose a color for the backgroun with the palette, as shown 

before. 

You can modifiy the camera lens’ angle and the y axis scale with 

the Zoom and Peak number boxesm resulting in interessant 

effects. Those number boxes can be attached to a MIDI control. 

 

NOTE: Actually this module is under development, so it doesn’t have a propper preview 

window, and the video generated with it it’s not reachable from other modules, that means it 

cannot be projected. 

 

Movie Player: 
Load any kind of media file supported by QuickTime (avi, mov, 

swf, mp3, aiff,...) with the Open button. The droppable menu lets 

you choose the kind of playback: Straight plays the movie once 

and pauses, Loop loops through the segment of movie selected, 

Back&Forth plays back and forth.  

Since a playing movie may cause flickering in other applications 

or a high computational cost, you can deactivate the movie 

playback with the Disable Movie Playback button   

You can define the time lapsed between every frame in 

milliseconds. To a higher time, less computational cost and more 

“slideshow” effect. 

The freeze button  loops rapidly through the amount of frames 

specified, resulting on an effect similar to a paused VHS. 

 

You can store up to 8 loop zones. To define a loop zone, simply 

drag the mouse over the loop slider. 
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You can set up to 8 CUEs per preset. There are different ways to set a CUE: by pressing the 

set number while the movie is in the desired frame, or by dragging the slider when the CUE 

panel is unlocked. 

You can fetch the CUEs with the Fetch buttons, or jump from between CUEs by pressing play, 

setting the time between jumps and the playback. 

 

 

 

Device Player: 
All the devices detected are listed in the drop menu, choose one 

and active it with the Start/Stop button. In some cases, you can 

choose the decive’s input and the video mode and quality. 

You can monitor diferent information from the video device such 

as the fps, name, planes, etc... 

 

Folder Player: 
Choose a folder with the Open button and ALL the files in it will 

appear in the drop menu. Those files that can be played by 

QuickTime (avi, mov, swf, mp3, jpeg,...) will be played when the 

Play button is activated. When in pause, the files will play, but 

paused in its first frame. Like in the Movie Player, you can 

disable the movie playback  (disabled by default) in order to 

minimize computational cost.  

The lower rectangle lets you jump from one file to another, define 

the milliseconds lapsed between files and the direction of 

playback (Forward, Backward and Back&Forth)  

 

 

Mixer: 
By default, no mixers are loaded. Pick a folder that contains 

Mixer patches (usually in C:/Program Files/Sweetbox/mixers/) 

and the patches will appear in the drop menu underneath.  

From the drop menus above choose a video source from all the 

available modules (Movie Player, 3D Player, Device Player, 

Folder Player and Filter), and from the drop menu underneath 

choose a mixer. The original video sources will appear in the 

minor preview screens, and the final mix will appear in the big 

preview screen. To edit the parameters of the mixer, click the 

launch button and a window will appear containing the 

changeable options of the mixer.  
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Available mixers are: 

o Chromakey: Mixes the sources replacing the chroma from the first, by the video of 

  the latter. 

o Lumakey: Mixes the sources by luminance. 

o Multiplex: Multiplexes the sources by columns or rows. 

o Op Fader: Mixes the sources by the lineal interpolation of different mathematical 

  operations. 

o Pack:  Separates the RGB components of every source and lets you choose 

  which to display 

o Shade:  Shade mixing. 

 

Filter:  
By default, no filters are loaded. Pick a folder that contains Filter 

patches (usually in C:/Program Files/Sweetbox/filters/) and the 

patches will appear in the drop menu underneath.  

From the drop menu above choose a video source from all the 

available modules (Movie Player, 3D Player, Device Player, Folder 

Player and Mixer), and from the drop menu underneath choose a 

filter. Available filters are: 

o Altern 

o Ameba  

o Eclipse 

o Fluoride 

o Glop 

o Hatch 

To modify the attributes click the launch button and a window will appear containing the filter’s 

changeable values. 

 

Projector: 
And last, but not least, the Projector module lets you choose a 

video device (Movie Player, 3D Player, Device Player, Folder 

Player, Filter and Mixer) to finally project. There are diferent 

options to control the floating window: scalable, with or without 

border, visible or not and fullscreen. 

 

If you have more than one screen, you can drag the floating 

window to the desired screen and maximize it to full screen. If your 

second screen is a projector, then you have it all set! 

 

 

 

Enjoy! (and send feedback) 

Candyman  
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